Automated segmentation of cells from cervical smears poses great challenge to biomedical image analysis because of the noisy and complex background, poor cytoplasmic contrast and the presence of fuzzy and overlapping cells. In this paper, we propose an automated segmentation method for the nucleus and cytoplasm in a cluster of cervical cells based on distinctive local features and guided sparse shape deformation. Our proposed approach is performed in two stages: segmentation of nuclei and cellular clusters, and segmentation of overlapping cytoplasm. In the first stage, a set of local discriminative shape and appearance cues of image superpixels is incorporated and classified by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to segment the image into nuclei, cellular clusters, and background. In the second stage, a robust shape deformation framework is proposed, based on Sparse Coding (SC) theory and guided by representative shape features, to construct the cytoplasmic shape of each overlapping cell. Then, the obtained shape is refined by the Distance Regularized Level Set Evolution (DRLSE) model. We evaluated our approach using the ISBI 2014 challenge dataset, which has 135 synthetic cell images for a total of 810 cells. Our results show that our approach outperformed existing approaches in segmenting overlapping cells and obtaining accurate nuclear boundaries. Cervical cancer is a malignant tumor of the cervix and is the fourth most common cause of cancer death in women worldwide [1]. Cervical cancer, however, can be effectively treated if it is detected early during a routine Pap smear test. In the test, a sample of cells from the cervix is smeared, or spread, onto a 5 glass slide, and examined under a microscope for nuclear and cytoplasmic atypia to detect pre-cancerous abnormalities in cervical cells based on the shape variations of the nuclei and cytoplasm. The automated segmentation of overlapping cells remains one of the most critical challenges in the analysis of microscopic cervical images [2].
from the background. In the second stage, there is a cytoplasmic segmentation using sparse shape deformation that is guided toward the target shape using 25 representative features captured from a well-established initial shape. The obtained shape is refined by the distance regularized level set evolution (DRLSE) model to obtain more accurate cell segmentation.
Literature review
The classic approach for segmenting the isolated cervical cells is the thresh- 30 olding method [3] . This method, however, leads to unsatisfactory results due to the complex structure of cervix cells resulted from the poor contrast and variable staining. Marker-based and multi-scale watersheds have also been used to segment the cytoplasm [4] . Watershed segmentation treats the image intensity as a topographic relief that is filled by water from different minima, and 35 then assigns the same label to all regions associated with the same catchment basin. The main limitation of watershed-based segmentation techniques is the over-segmentation of cells. Active contour model (ACM), or 'snakes', is another family of segmentation techniques widely used to segment cervical cells [5, 6, 7] .
In ACMs, a curve or a surface is evolved under a constraint toward the object 40 boundary. ACMs are able to recover closed object boundaries with pixel accuracy. These approaches, however, are insufficient for touching and overlapping cell segmentation.
A number of methods to segment isolated and overlapping nuclei have been proposed based on thresholding and morphological analysis [11] , active contours clusters from the background. Gentav et al. used an unsupervised approach with automatic thresholding to separate cells from background, a multi-scale hierarchical watershed segmentation algorithm and a binary classifier to sepa- 55 rate nuclei from cellular cytoplasm [18] . Kale and Aksoy applied a multi-scale watershed algorithm to initially segment the image, and then SVM to finish the segmentation [19] . Despite the good performance of these approaches in segmenting nuclei and single cells, they are not able to delineate the boundary of each individual overlapping cytoplasm, which is a critical deficiency as the 60 shape of the cytoplasm is an important feature for subsequent cellular analysis.
Segmentation of both nuclei and cytoplasm from overlapping cells in Pap
smears is a great challenge due to the large variation in shape and obscure boundary. Recently, a limited number of techniques have been suggested to segment overlapping cervical cells [4, 20, 21, 22, 2] . An early technique [4] used a 65 locally constrained watershed transform to segment partially overlapping cells.
However, it cannot be used for cells with a large overlapping area. Another automated segmentation approach proposed by Tareef et al. [20] was based on gradient thresholding and morphological operations. This approach worked for the overlapping cells with noticeable difference in intensities; however, it was 70 not effective with large fuzzy clusters of small cells.
Recently, shape constrained deformation model has been successfully used for medical image segmentation, where shape priors are learned from a set of training samples and used on optimization methods, such as Active Shape Model (ASM) [23] , sparse shape model [45, 28, 25] , and level set evolution with shape 75 priors [24, 26, 27] . Some recent methods have tended to segment the overlapping cervical cells by incorporating an ellipsoidal shape prior [21] and a star shape prior [22] with level set optimization for more accurate cell segmentation. Lu et al. [21] proposed an overlapping cell segmentation technique incorporating ellipsoidal shape prior with a joint level set optimization, constrained by the 80 intensity of the overlapping region, the length and area of each cell, and the amount of cell overlap. A new improved version of this approach is presented in [2] where a joint optimization of multiple level set functions is utilized with unary (intracell) constraints computed based on contour length, edge strength, and cell shape, and pairwise (intercell) constraints computed based on the area 85 of the overlapping regions. Although this approach achieved good results for the overlapping cells, there is a high degree of false negatives owing to the failure in segmenting some complicated cells.
The situation for cervical smears also applies to other cytological examinations. Investigators have suggested a segmentation technique for overlapping 90 cells of breast tissue microarrays and blood smears [29] . The centers of regions containing densely touching and overlapping cells were detected using single pass voting with mean-shift-based seed detection. Then a level set algorithm based on an interactive model generated the contour of each cell using the obtained centers as an initial position. Srisang et al. suggested a technique for chromosomes based on Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations [30] ; with this technique, overlapping chromosomes are cut into two chromosomes by identifying all possible cut points from the contour line of overlapping chromosomes to select four target cut points to separate the overlapping chromosomes. Quelhas et al. proposed a sliding band filter (SBF) based approach [31] to detect 100 convex shapes corresponding to the nucleus by analyzing the local convergence of image gradients to estimate the cytoplasm shape. In [26, 27] , a boundary and region-based active contour model incorporating shape priors in a level set evolution was used to segment overlapping nuclei in histopathology images of breast and prostate biopsy specimens. However, these techniques may not work 105 effectively with Pap smears as cervical cells have a greater degree of overlap than the examples in which these other techniques have been used.
The proposed overlapping nucleus and cytoplasm segmentation approach
Accurate cervical cell segmentation should be able to identify background 110 cells and the nucleus and cytoplasm of individual cells. The proposed workflow of our method is shown in Figure 1 with nuclear and cellular cluster segmentation in the first stage and then segmentation of the overlapping cytoplasm in the second stage. A pre-processing step is also carried out. The algorithm is outlined in Table 1 .
115 Figure 1 : Our approach is shown across the six sub-components in two stages: (1) original Pap smear image, (2) pre-processed image, (3) nuclei (green) and cellular clusters (red) segmentation results using the local superpixel-based features to train SVM, (4) initial shape: the detected closed regions surrounding nuclei that are used in sparse shape approximation, (5) constructed cytoplasm shape using SC with a training shape dictionary guided by robust feature points Fp of the initial shape and, (6) final segmentation after the DRLSE-based refinement and candidate filtering.
Pre-processing
To achieve better classification, we chose to work at the superpixel level instead of at the pixel-grid level for the underlying representation. Superpixels represent the homogenous regions by integrating the local intensity and position information, and hence, the features extracted at the superpixel-level can better 120 describe the difference between the local regions. Superpixels preserve image boundaries since the boundaries of the superpixels closely match true image 1. Generate two edges maps, and complete the missed edges if needed 2. Generate the initial cytoplasmic shape based on the closed contour objects included in a computed ROI 3. Extract the feature points Fp of the initial cytoplasmic shape that most likely represent the target contour 4. Sparse approximate the starting sparse shape using the feature points Fp and the sub-dictionary ΦF to get the sparse solution XF . Then, the initial shape is reconstructed using the most relative shapes in Φ by Yo = ΦXF for j =1 to predefined number of SC iterations 5. Sparse deform the cell shape using the shape templates in the dictionary Φ 6. Deform the output shape Yo based on the feature points. Fp coordinates are used to construct the transformation aligning the output shape to the target shape space 7. Assign Fp to the corresponding points of the output shape to reserve the shape information 8. Apply the moving average filter on the output shape to recognise the shape connectivity and regularity requirement end 9. Refine the deformed shape by DRLSE 10. Filter out the small candidates based on a present threshold end boundaries, and they also reduce the computational cost. The difference in the superpixel shapes also helps distinguish local regions and this is the principle of the designed shape descriptor we use in our approach.
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For the pre-processing step, we use the simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm [32] to segment the image into local smooth regions corresponding to nuclei, cellular clusters, and background. SLIC algorithm guarantees more regular shapes for smooth regions when appropriate superpixel size and regularizer value were used. Fragmenting the Pap image into regularly-130 shaped superpixels makes it easier to differentiate the nuclei and background based on the superpixel shape. In some cases, the nucleus may be divided into two superpixels affecting the elliptical shape property. However, most of the nuclei superpixels can still be correctly classified based on the superpixel-level texture and boundary features. For instance, the nucleus (a) in Figure 2 was 135 divided into two superpixels, where both have a lower intensity, smoother texture, and more boundary pixels than the surrounding cytoplasm superpixels.
Thus, the two superpixels representing the nucleus (a) are correctly classified as nuclei superpixels as shown in Figure 1 To enhance the appearance of the image and reduce the noise, an image I is convolved with a Gaussian filter and equalized by the Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [33] with a small threshold γ, i.e., 0.005 145 to enhance the nuclei that have poor contrast due to cytoplasmic overlap. The reason for generating superpixels prior to this enhancement step is to prevent over-segmenting the cytoplasm and including dark regions around the nuclei in the nuclear superpixels (see Fig 2) . The aim here was to separate the nuclei and cell clusters from the background. For each superpixel S i , local superpixel shape, texture, and boundary cues are extracted, and arranged into feature vector. The criteria of our feature design are based on textural and geometrical differences between the superpixels, 155 e.g. the nuclei superpixels tend to have an elliptical shape, whereas cytoplasmic superpixels usually have irregular shapes. In these instances, the eccentricity and minor axis length of the superpixels provide a good descriptor. Figure 3 shows the feature extraction process. The shape, texture, and boundary features obtained from the superpixel S i are combined into the feature vector f (S i ):
Shape features
Referring to Figure 3 , the shapes of SLIC superpixels are heterogeneous, as the nuclear superpixels tend to be elliptical, whereas the shape of the background superpixels is hexagonal and the cytoplasm is irregular. Thus, two sufficient shape features are derived: the minor axis length (L m ), and excessive shape features are arranged in vector f Shap as following:
Texture features
Nuclear superpixels are generally distinguished by a homogenous texture and a low intensity value compared to neighbouring superpixels. Therefore, a set of histogram-based features along with a comparative feature are used to capture 175 texture properties of the superpixels. Four standard texture features were extracted: the mean value (.) and standard deviation σ of the pixel intensities, the median of gradient magnitude M (∇), where ∇ donates the gradient operator, and the entropy H of the superpixel S i are used for the superpixel texture [35] .
We also used a comparative feature δ
the change in the intensity between the superpixel S i and its boundary interface B i pixels located within a pre-defined Euclidean distance, i.e., 5, from S i . The texture feature vector can thus be written as:
Boundary features
The boundary features are designed to distinguish the nuclear and the cel-185 lular cluster superpixels, which are the most important superpixels for the next stage. Generally, most edges in the image are found around the nuclei and the cellular clusters. Even if the background has some edges generated by noise, they would be short and unconnected edges. The pre-processing step also helps in reducing the background noise and highlights the nuclei and cluster bound-190 aries. To this end, we chose two boundary features: the number of edges in the superpixel, and the length of each edge, where each connected and isolated edge is considered as a single edge. The edge map was obtained using Canny edge detector [36] with 0.1 threshold, and then, the connected components in the edge map are labelled and counted as described in [37] . The boundary features 195 help in distinguishing the superpixels belonging to nuclei and those belonging to the cellular clusters and background. The number of connected edges (E N ) in the superpixel, and the length of them (E len ) (i.e., number of pixels in each edge) are computed and combined as a boundary feature vector formed as: SVM has been widely used in image segmentation and it has proven effectiveness in handling the complex segmentation problems in microscopy images [39, 40, 41, 42] .
Classification

Overlapping Cell Segmentation based on Guided Shape Approximation and DRLSE Model
In this stage, cell contours of the detected nuclei are delineated by shape initialization, approximation, and deformation processes. The cytoplasm shape of each overlapping cell can be estimated by establishing a closed region surrounding each detected nucleus representing the initial cytoplasm, and sparse shape 215 learning based on training shapes along with representative features. Finally, the obtained shape is refined by DRLSE for more accurate segmentation. The overlapping cell segmentation stage is divided into an edge-based shape initialization, a guided Sparse Coding (SC) based shape deformation, and DRLSEbased refinement with candidate filtering. In this case, the first edges map has many missing pixels affecting the segmentation output, whereas the other edges map can provide a good initialization for the overlapping cells.
If the cellular cluster has two or more nuclei, then, the Canny edge detector Usually, the mean radius is used in the literature to determine the ROI [43] , 255 which gives a reasonable initialization of the cell with a semi-circular shape and nucleus positioned in the center of the cell. However, the cervical cells have a multiform shape, and hence, using the mean radius to determine the ROI may lead to exclude part of the cell from the searching area. Based on our empirical analysis, the ROI radius r in our approach is computed as the average of the 260 longest radial length (r x ) and the mean of the most frequent radial lengths (r M ) included in Γ, with higher weight to r x to cope with cell shape variations (see Figure 5 (a)):
The cell masks, indicating the cell area associated with n, are simply generated by the morphological holes filling and closing of the edge maps within the 265 computed ROI, and picking the rough mask with the largest convex area after eliminating the candidates whose area and circularity are smaller than thresholds (i.e., τ c = 0.15 and τ a = 0.01 of the whole image size, respectively). If the first edge map (i.e., generated by the upper threshold β u ) passes this step, the generated cell mask is used as an initial cell shape for the subsequent steps, oth-270 erwise, both edge maps are fused together by pixel-wise Exclusive-OR operator, and used to produce the cell mask. In cases where the fused edge map also fails to generate the initial mask due to the absence of a large number of boundary pixels or the high irregularity, a contour with ROI radius r is connected to the contour pixels of the first edge map (e.g., the green line in Figure 5 (b)).
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(a) (b) Mathematically, the approximation of S by Φ can be formulated as the following sparse coding problem:
arg min
where Y T is an aligned version of the input shape using Procrustes' analysis [44] 290 with the reference training shape to transform shapes into a standard coordinate system. X ∈ R M ×1 is the sparse representation of Y T with s non-zero entries,
i.e., s=5. Sparse coding has been successfully used in many segmentation problems [45, 46, 47, 48] . However, these approaches have been designed for objects with shapes of relatively small variation from their typical templates (e.g., the 295 lung and heart). The large shape variation and the high degree of overlap of cervical smear cells make it difficult to apply the existing SC-based approaches to our segmentation problem.
Training stage 
Deformation stage 315
Firstly, a set of feature points of the initial shape used to guide the approximation process is determined. In detail, the contour points of the initial shape, which belong to the boundary between the cellular cluster and background that are included in a narrow cytoplasmic domain Γ − ε (i.e., to avoid the outliers), are marked as characteristic feature points F p , e.g. the red points in Figure   320 7(b). Given that the contour points of the regular cell mask generated by the first edge map is most likely representing the true cytoplasmic contour, they can be also used as feature points of the generated initial shape. The extracted feature points are used to guide the next shape deformation procedures.
The cytoplasm deformation starts by constructing the starting sparse shape 325 using only F p of the initial shape. The sparse solution of F p is computed using a sub-dictionary containing only the corresponding points to F p for all training instances in the shape dictionary (Φ F ), which can be simply extracted using the feature points indices. The sparse solution X F ∈ R M ×1 is computed as following:
where F pT is the aligned version of F p by Procrustes' analysis using the corresponding points in the reference shape S r using the feature points indices.
Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StOMP) [49] is used in our approach to find X F due to its low computational complexity and attractive asymptotic statistical properties. Next, using the full shape prior dictionary (Φ), the shape 335 contour can be approximated using few non-zero coefficients of the sparse solution:
To force the approximation process toward the desired shape, two subsequent procedures are iteratively performed: contour points-based sparse approximation, followed by F p -based deformation process. In the contour points-based 340 approximation process, the earlier procedures shown by Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are repeated using all cell contour points (i.e., 360 points). Then, F p -based deformation process is performed to restrict the sparse shape for the actual cell shape, which can be partially represented by the feature points.
Particularly, the coordinate positions of F p and the corresponding points of In practice, the transformed shape Y oT tends to take an elliptical shape changing the coordinates of some feature points. To keep the distinctive shape information and adjust the shape variation in cervical cells, the feature points F p 355 are assigned to the corresponding points in Y oT , and then, the new output shape coordinates are smoothed by the moving average filter [51] to recognise the shape connectivity and regularity. This approximation process (i.e., contour pointsbased sparse approximation followed by F p -based deformation) is repeated K times to obtain more accurate segmentation.
360 Figure 1 shows that our guided SC-based shape approximation provides a good segmentation and the approximated contour of each cell is very close to the target contour. However, we expect some pixels of the background or neighboring cells to be included within the estimated contour. Thus, DRLSE is used to address this issue and provide a more reliable segmentation for the actual 365 boundary of the cell in focus.
DRLSE-based refinement and candidate filtering
This step aims to refine the segmented cell mask to remove excess pixels connected to the cell boundary, mainly, background pixels included in cytoplasm 370 superpixels in the first stage and misclassified as cytoplasm pixel, and then, filter out the cytoplasm candidate that is smaller than being a cell. To highlight some light cytoplasmic pixels close to the background pixels, only the cellular clusters of the image are equalized by CLAHE. Finally, the obtained cell contour is refined by a geodesic active contour model, and then, the false cytoplasm 375 candidates, whose areas are smaller than a size threshold, are removed. The Distance Regularized Level Set Evolution (DRLSE) model [52] is chosen for cell refinement, where a distance regularization term is defined with a potential function, such that the derived level set evolution has a unique forward-and-backward (FAB) diffusion effect, maintaining a desired shape of the level set function (LSF ). DRLSE forces the curve to evolve near the signed distance function, and thus, guarantees curve smoothness and eliminates the need for the costly reinitialization procedure. Consider that φ : Ω → R denotes a LSF on a domain Ω. The energy functional to be minimized is defined as:
where µ, λ, and α are constants (i.e., µ = 0.2, λ = 5, α = 1.5). R(φ) is a regu-385 larization term maintaining the signed distance property ∇φ = 1 to guarantee the smoothness, L(φ) measures the length of the zero level, and A(φ) measures the area of φ < 0. The energy functional ε(φ) can be minimized by solving the following gradient flow:
where δ(.) is the Dirac delta function, and g is the edge stopping function defined 390 as:
where G σ is the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ, and I is the image on a domain Ω.
(a) (b) Figure 7 : (a) The initial shape using for shape approximation, (b) the approximated cytoplasm shape using sparse coding. Red points represent the feature points Fp which are used to guide the sparse approximation process.
Material and evaluation methods
We evaluated the performance of our approach using the dataset and eval- The pixel-level precision (P P ix. ) and recall (R P ix. ) values are calculated for the good segmentations that were determined using the Dice Coefficient (DC).
DC was computed as: (15) than 0.7. For cytoplasm segmentation, the object-level performance was evaluated using the false negative rate; pixel-level performance was assessed using the true positive rate, false positive rate and DC, using the evaluation code provided by the challenge.
Experimental results and discussion 420
To evaluate the proposed methodology, we measured the object-level and pixel-level segmentation performance for the nuclei and cytoplasm, the performance over different cell structures, and the computational cost of the proposed approach. We also discussed the performance improvement of our guided deformation process over the conventional deformation process. Further, we com-425 pared our cytoplasm segmentation results to the results of the ISBI challenge winners applied on the same ISBI test and train datasets: a) Ushizima's segmentation approach [54] , based on nuclear narrow-band seeding, graph-based region growing and Voronoi diagrams; and b) Nostrati's approach [55] , based on maximally stable extremal region detector (MSER), random decision forest 430 classifier (RF), and signed distance map (SDM) function. We also compared our nuclei and cytoplasm segmentation results to the results of the baseline approach proposed by the ISBI challenge organizers [2] .
The main parameters of our method, which may significantly influence the segmentation performance, are summarized in Table 2 . The parameters used 435 by our approach were chosen based on our initial validation study on a sample of the training and test images. For instance, the superpixel size was selected based on the size of the nuclei in the dataset, if a smaller superpixel size was used, some nuclei regions would be divided into two or more superpixels, and thus, the elliptical shape of the nuclei would be lost. Also a lower regularizer 440 value could lead to over-segmentation of nuclei regions. A higher equalization threshold in the pre-processing step could increase the intensity of some regions and result in classifying them as nuclei by the SVM. Moreover, it is important that the radius of the initial region corresponds to the cell size in the dataset, so that two or more overlapping cells are not treated as the one cell. The value 445 of the initial radius is based on the size of the cells in the dataset, thus, it should be properly tuned to suit other datasets, likewise, the minimum cell size which is based on our test cells. We also used secondary parameters including β u = 0.1, β l = 0.01, C r = 3, and ε = 10 used in edge establishment. The proposed approach is less sensitive to reasonable changes in these parameters, 450 and hence, these parameters may work with other datasets. For instance, our approach has the potential to provide a good cell segmentation as long as the canny thresholds used in edge establishment are able to provide enough feature points to represent the cell shape, noting that most of these feature points are extracted from the cellular cluster boundary obtained from SVM classification 455 stage. Parameter sensitivity analysis is provided in Table 5 . mainly related to the similarity of texture and density between the nuclei and the surrounding cytoplasm. There were only 8 false positive nuclei; four were true nuclei but they did not satisfy Eq. (12) as they missed some true pixels or included some boundary surface pixels.
Given the importance of identifying nuclei in discriminating normal from 470 abnormal cells in a Pap smear, a reliable approach should also have high pixellevel segmentation performance. Incorporating shape and appearance features in superpixel level were the main contributing factor to our better performance in the object-level and pixellevel nuclei segmentation. Figure 8 illustrates the performance of our incorporated features in classifying the superpixels. We compared the object-level nuclei segmentation precision and recall using texture and boundary features (T B), 480 texture and shape features (T Sh), and all the features (All). The combination of shape and appearance features All improved recall from 0.91 to 0.94, and there was a small improvement in precision. Nucleus superpixels were distinguished from the other superpixels by low intensity, homogenous texture, clear boundaries and an elliptical shape, which all were represented by our features. 485 
Evaluation of Cytoplasm Segmentation
The cytoplasm segmentation results of our approach compared to the challenge are shown in Table 4 . Our method had the highest pixel-level true positive rate of 0.91 (±0.09) with up to an 8% improvement over the challenge results. where conventional deformable models stop or move slowly. We present further discussion on the performance of our guided shape deformation in Section 5.3 and 5.5. Furthermore, Table 5 shows the cytoplasm segmentation performance 505 of our approach using different secondary parameters. The results in the table proved the reliability of our proposed approach, where the pixel-based measures are in the same high range with different parameters. It is worth mentioning that the qualitative segmentation results for the cases in Table 5 are changed (i.e., the best qualitative results were obtained by the parameters used in our approach), however, the overall quantitative results are still in the same range. Nostrati's approach [55] 0.87 ± 0.07 0.90 ± 0.08 0.005 ± 0.004 0.14 ± 0.16
Lu's approach [2] 0.89 ± 0.08 0.90 ± 0.10 0.003 ± 0.005 0.31 ± 0.29
Our approach
0.89 ± 0.07 0.91 ± 0.09 0.004 ± 0.005 0.27 ± 0.28 
Evaluation of Segmentation for Different Cell Structures
The ISBI dataset was grouped according to the complexity of the cells struc- We also chose to further evaluate our segmentation performance on images of different groups. The results are summarized in Table 6 . The results demonstrated that our approach is not much sensitive to changes in the number 520 of cells in the images, whereas, a consistent improvement in performance was shown when the overlapping ratio was decreased. According to the results, our approach successfully segmented cell clusters with a large number of cells (be- The most problematic case occurred when we have a large fuzzy cell clusters with unclear edges, thus, insufficient number of feature points can be extracted.
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There was a high F N o of 0.44, on average, for this case (i.e., overlapping ratio ∈ {0.3, 0.4}). Nevertheless, our approach still got a good DC of 0.86, and acceptable F P p of 0.006. Moreover, the obtained T P p was 0.89, which was still higher than the T P p value obtained by [54] ISBI approach. The second group shows the segmentation results for the difficult cases, where the overlapping ratio ∈ {0.3, 0.4}. It can be seen that our approach can provide an accurate, and sometime semi-optimal, segmentation for the free-lying and 545 slightly overlapping cells. In addition, our segmentation for the overlapping cluster of multiple cells is still good. The second group of images includes some of our failure cases, which mainly occurred when the feature points of the cell were not enough to represent the cell shape, especially, when if the cell was irregularly-shaped. Also, when the cell nucleus is located in one side of the cell, 550 this may lead to inaccurate determination of ROI radius, resulting in excluding part of the cell from the searching area, e.g., the cell highlighted by black line in Figure 9 (g). Such this case probably can be controlled by taking an error percentage into consideration when the standard deviation of the radii in the cell exceed a threshold.
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For more evaluation, a qualitative comparison of the nuclei and cytoplasm segmentation of our approach and the ISBI approaches is provided in Figure 10 using the visual results provided by the ISBI organizers [56] . As seen in the figure, the proposed approach provided the best, and semi-optimal, segmentation for the overlapping cells in the first image. Moreover, the proposed approach 560 gives better segmentation for the overlapping areas in the second image than the ISBI approaches. However, parts of two cells in the second image (i.e., highlighted by green and red lines in our results) were mis-segmented due to excluding them from the ROI in edge establishment step. This case mainly occurred when the cell nucleus is located in one side of the cell, thus, the mean 565 radius used in Eq. (5) mislead the ROI radius computation. 
Evaluation of the Computational Cost
The execution time (second per cell) of each major step in our approach is shown in 
Ground truth
Ushizima's approach [54] Nostrati's approach [55] Lu's approach [2] Our approach 
Evaluation of the Deformation Process
The performance improvement of our guided shape deformation process over the conventional deformation process is shown in Table 8 . We compared the segmentation results of our approach with the results of the deformable DRLSE Eq. (5) above); let be called conventional DRLSE. As explained in Section 5.2, the high F N o led to higher T P p and DC, since only the well-segmented cells were used in evaluation. This explains the acceptable DC rate of the conventional DRLSE. The high T P p resulted from the larger cell regions that 600 were detected. The cytoplasm initialization and deformation process we employed further improved the results of the deformable model using the same initial circular mask. We obtained around half of the F N o obtained using the conventional mask and improved the DC by 5%. Our shape initialization and approximation process reduced the execution time by using 50 iterations to re-605 fine the cytoplasm contour. Whereas, two hundred iterations were needed when using the conventional DRLSE (i.e., increasing the number of iterations could not enhance the results).
It is generally accepted that the effectiveness of deformable models is affected mainly by the contour initialization process. Pap smears, usually contain cyto-610 plasmic regions that show lower intensities than the surrounding areas. When deformable models reach such regions in search of the cell boundary, they slow down or stop. There can also be too many nuclei in an ROI that force the deformable model to stop. Moreover, deformable models cannot distinguish between the edges of the cell in focus and the edges of the neighbouring cells.
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In the end, the false positives and irregularly-shaped cytoplasm are increased.
Our deformable approach succeeded in providing a solution for outlining complex objects where there are marked overlaps and variations in shape. 
Conclusions
The segmentation of cervical cell smears is an ill-posed problem because of 620 the varied shape and often significant overlap. In this paper we have presented a 2-stage segmentation approach that addresses this challenging problem using distinctive superpixel-based shape and appearance features, and a guided sparse shape deformation process using representative feature points. Applying superpixeling with high regularity to exploit the shape property of the superpixels 625 in classification, along with discriminative texture and boundary features, has great influence in obtaining accurate nuclear segmentation, and precise cytoplasm/background boundaries. Moreover, the shape initialization process, and using the feature points to approximate the cell shape, provide a successful solution to tackle the difficulties of using sparse deformation with Pap smear 630 images, due to the large variation in the cell shapes and their high degree of overlapping. Our shape initialization procedure is adaptable and able to work with the different cell types (i.e., simple process based on classification results for isolated cells, two mask candidates for more complex cell structure, and carefully-computed alternative cell mask for the fuzzy cells without extractable 635 edges). The qualitative and quantitative results demonstrated the practicality and reliability of our approach in segmenting not only the isolated and touching cells, but also cells from large clusters with high degree of overlapping. Our approach offers improvements over existing techniques in accuracy and speed of computation. In the future work, we intend to apply our approach to stacks of 640 multi-focal images [57] .
